1. Questions concerning the content of the lecture:

1.1 The outline of the lecture is clear.

1.2 The content is made more plausible by way of the exercises and practical examples.

1.3 I have gained professional and/or methodological knowledge.

1.4 I know what to expect in the exam.

1.5 The lecture is important within my study program and for my future professional life.

1.6 The content and the organization of the lecture comply with the module description.

1.7 The following topic(s) should take up less space:

Note: Please fill in your comments in printed letters! Please do not cross anything out nor write across the given lines.

1.8 The following topic(s) should take up more space:

Note: Please fill in your comments in printed letters! Please do not cross anything out nor write across the given lines.

2. Questions concerning the lecturer:

2.1 The lecturer is able to explain complicated matters understandably.

2.2 The lecturer is well prepared.

2.3 The material and the information concerning literature help the students to understand the content.

2.4 The students are motivated to participate actively.

2.5 The lecturer gives me motivation to study the subject.

2.6 The lecture takes place regularly.

2.7 The lecture takes place on time.

Note: Please use a ball-point pen or a thin felt pen. This questionnaire will be processed automatically.

In order to facilitate correct compilation of the data please note the correction procedure explained on the left.
3. Questions concerning the student:

3.1 I took part in the lecture regularly. agree ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ do not agree ☐ no comment ☐

3.2 On average I spent the following amount of time per week for preparation and follow-up of the course (in minutes):
☐ < 30 ☐ 30-60 ☐ 61-90
☐ 91-180 ☐ 181-240 ☐ > 240

4. Self-assessment concerning the lecture:

4.1 The lecture is too difficult for me. agree ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ do not agree ☐ no comment ☐

4.2 The lecture is too easy for me. agree ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ do not agree ☐ no comment ☐

5. Overall evaluation:

5.1 I would like to give the lecture the following school grade/mark:
(School grades: 1 = very good, 2 = good, 3 = satisfactory, 4 = fair, 5 = poor)
1 ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 5 ☐

5.2 What was particularly good?

Note: Please fill in your comments in printed letters! Please do not cross anything out nor write across the given lines.

5.3 Where would improvements have to be made?

Note: Please fill in your comments in printed letters! Please do not cross anything out nor write across the given lines.

Thank you for your participation!